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In 20 years of testing the best in birding optics I have never
seen binoculars that have the fine color definition of the FLs. Because Fluoride glass provides exceptional correction for false
color fringes in the image, and our thin lens, multiple-element,
Advanced Optical System provides the highest resolution, your
first look at a Bluejay or Bluebird through a VICTORY is going
to come as a revelation. Where other glasses blend the hues to a
general impression of blue, the FLs show every subtle shade. It is
breathtaking, startling, so unlike the view you are used to, with
so much more color detail, from full daylight to deepest twilight
and shadow, that birders regularly tell me they see things
through the FLs that they have never seen before. I believe them.

At Zeiss, we are dedicated to using our technical expertise,
developed over 150 years in the optical business, to ensure that
you get the most out of every moment in the field. There is so
much more to see, and so little time. You owe it to yourself to
see everything the VICTORY FLs can show you.

Available in 8x32, 10x32, 7x42, 8x42 (shown here) and 10x42.
Now available in 8x56 and 10x56.
Visit your local Zeiss dealer, call 1-800-441-3005 or log onto
www.zeiss.com/sports for more information.
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ON THE COVER: This juvenile Short-tailed Albatross photographed off Point Pinos, Monterey County, California, 12 August 2005 was seen in July near Middle Farallon Island, San Francisco County. Sadly, it was found dead at Morro Bay, San Luis Obispo County, and is now a specimen at the Los Angeles County Museum. The world population of this endangered species is about 1846. Photograph by Don Doolittle.
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This new field guide covers all of the world's kites, vultures, harriers, hawks, buzzards, eagles, and falcons. Based on essential sections of the widely acclaimed handbook *Raptors of the World* by the same authors, but with updated text, maps, and plates, it shows every species in a selection of different plumages, with concise facing texts and distribution maps. It provides an easy-to-use and portable reference to one of the world's largest, most popular, and most challenging avian groups.

*Princeton Field Guides*

320 pages. 118 color plates. 320 maps. 6 x 9.

Paper $29.95 0-691-12684-4

Not for sale in the Commonwealth (except Canada) and the European Union

---

This is a quick-reference field guide to the sandpipers, plovers, stints, and other shorebirds found on these continents. The superbly detailed color plates show the birds at rest and in flight, and in every plumage variant likely to be encountered. Species are treated plumage by plumage alongside images of similar species they are otherwise likely to be confused with.

This guide provides fast, easy, and reliable field identification of this challenging group of birds.

240 pages. 77 color plates. 45 maps. 6 x 9.

Paper $35.00 0-691-12672-0

Cloth $75.00 0-691-12671-2

Not for sale in the Commonwealth (except Canada) and the European Union

---

**Fear not excellence.**

The NEW ULTRAVID excels in myriad ways. It's preemptively lightweight, pleasingly small and wildly rugged. All thanks to a 100% magnesium housing, and a Titanium center axis shaft. The thumb rest is an ergonomic masterpiece. As is the multifunction center drive; oversized and postured for intuitive manipulation. Inside, our High Lux System" prism coating collaborates with a new optical design, taking brightness, contrast and color to unprecedented levels. ULTRAVID. Bravely besting the field.
CANADA, NORTH AMERICA, ABA AREA
Northern Alberta
Rocky Mountains and Boreal Forest: Up to 20 springing warbler species, including Cetti’s Warbler, Golden-cheeked Warbler, MacGillivray’s Warbler, and 18 springing sparrows, including Barred, Le Conte’s, Nelson’s Sharp-tailed, and Swamp. Nesting Red-necked Grebe, White-winged Scoter, Boreal Chickadee, and Two-toed Woodpecker. Jasper North Black Swift, WT Parrunm. Timelapse Snowy owl, and GC Rynn-Finch, plus bear, bighorn, moose and mtn. goat. All town nest at 6-7 p.m. 7-16 July 2006. Contact: Sanderlings @ Wild Tours for Bird Lovers, http://www.paradisebirding.com, (514) 549-8826 (home), 541-408-1753 (cell), 541-549-8937 (fax).

Eastern Oregon Malheur Weekends

Southwest Arizona Fiesta
Delight in the specialties known to visit or reside in SE Arizona. Begin and end in Tucson, with stops at the famous havens: Modern Canyon, Patagonia, the Huachucas, Caw Creek Canyon and the Chiricahua. Owl included. Should approach 200 species. P.H. Hule, leader. 14-24 July 2006. Contact: OBServ Tours, Bob Odear, (615) 356-4982, observtours@bellsouth.net; www.observtours.com.

Barranca del Cobre, Mexico
Experience Mexico’s spectacular Copper Canyon by van and train from tropical Sinaloa through the rugged Sierra Madre Occidental to high Chihuahuan Desert. We should encounter about 200 species, including Blue-footed Booby. Sloth-tailed Hawk, Mexican Fornetid, Berlyline Hummingbird, Black-throated Gray, Magpie Jay and Slate-throated Redstart. Hang out the Barranco Real. Led by David MacKay and Rick Taylor. 12-18 August 2006. Contact: Borderland Tours. (500) 525-7753. rytaylor@borderland-tours.com; www.borderland-tours.com.

CARIBBEAN
Zapata Peninsula, Northern Archipelago & Eastern Endemic Birding Regions of Cuba
This trip covers locations in western, central and eastern endemic habitats and vistas both the Atlantic and Caribbean coasts, offering the best opportunities for the greatest number of endemics and other species. 11-20 August 2006. Contact: Gay Markowski, Cuba Bird Study Program, cubidios@aol.com, (800) 350-6752. CBSY, PO Box 355, New Milford, CT 06776.

CENTRAL & SOUTH AMERICA
Guatemala
Arrangements are being made for this fine birding destination with our friends at Siemer & Hand Travel. Includes trips to the world’s second largest neo-tropical rainforest, and the Ix Tantali Nature Reserve. Also bird a shade coffee plantation, and Tikal National Park. Look for the Replendisher Quetzal, the national bird of Guatemala, at the Ixtepete Quetzal Reserve. 8-18 October 2006. Contact: Siemer & Hand Travel, www.siemerhand.com, travel@siemerhand.com, (800) 451-4321.

Baja California: Before/After the Cedros Island Tour
Your adventure begins in enchanting Baxos Arroyo, then fly to Ushuaia to embark on the Mare Australis. Explore the islands of the Tierra del Fuego archipelago. Legendary Cape Horn, the Strait of Magellan and breaching Beagle Channel, with Zodiac landings for close-up views. At Tiemps de Paine, stay at the Explotn Hotel Salto Chico, with three days of exploring, Enjoy penguins, albatrosses, and coastal species. 29 October—9 November 2006. Contact: Clipper Cruise Lines, www.clippercruise.com, groeps@intrav.com, (800) 456-0200.

Convention: Pre-Explore the Chilean Fjords
Join David Ascanio, outstanding bird guide, for 15 days along the Chilean Fjords aboard the Clipper Adventurer. Meet in Santiago before flying to Punta Arenas to embark the ship. Sail the Strait of Magellan, looking for Black-browed Albatross, Antarctic Giant Petrel, and Magellanic Diving-企鹅. Enjoy Zodiac landings along the way to Puerto Natales, the Enk Norweges, and the islands of Chile Patagonia. Disembark in Ushuaia. 8-22 November 2006. www.clippercruise.com, groeps@intrav.com. Contact: Clipper Cruise Lines, (800) 456-0200.

Expedicion to the Chilean Fjords

Peru
With the success of the 2006 trip to Peru, we have decided to offer it again. Visit Cusco, stay at comfortable Cool Of-the-Neck lodge, then the fabulous biding and lunch at Machu Picchu. 16-29 July 2006. Contact Siemer & Hand Travel, www.siemerhand.com, travel@siemerhand.com, (800) 451-4321.

EUROPE
Expedition from the Arctic Circle to the Norwegian Fjords
Begin your trip in Oslo, taking in the charm of the historic, Viking past. A flight to Longyearbyen in the Svalbard Archipelago crosses the Arctic Circle the first time. Transfer to the Clipper Adventurer to cruise along the coast of the archipelago, enjoying the pelagic and coastal birds with Dutch naturalist Chris Hill. Zodiac landings will afford looks at loons, fulmars, eiders, and jaegers. 17-30 August 2006. Contact: Clipper Cruise Lines, www.clippercruise.com, groeps@intrav.com, (800) 456-0200.

Spain
This customized trip is designed to see the maximum number of birds in the height of southward migration from Europe to Africa. There is no better place to see the spectacle of hundreds of migrating birds and raptors! Visit rocky habitats and manmade for endemics as well. Fall 2007. Contact Siemer & Hand Travel, www.siemerhand.com, travel@siemerhand.com, (800) 451-4321.

AFRICA
South Africa: Fairest Cape to Kroger

South Africa
This trip covers locations in western Turkey, including Kusadasi, Bursa, the manashands of Lake Symsara, the Mediterranean Sea, and the rugged slopes of the Ugdi mountains. Early May 2007. Contact Siemer & Hand Travel, www.siemerhand.com, travel@siemerhand.com, (800) 451-4321.

India
Waiting for the perfect opportunity to visit places like the bhera’s paradise dive of Samburup bird, the Kollwadi Ghana National Park, Khana National Park and the perch Tiger Reserve! Travel with experienced guide and avd Peter Sheemerey - see roughly 150 bird species in one day! There’s no better way to get to know India in a home in the world’s wide, about 1200 species. Optional post trip to Kariang. 1-14 November 2006. Contact: Siemer & Hand Travel, www.siemerhand.com, travel@siemerhand.com, (800) 451-4321.

Pacific Ocean
Australia
Australia, the island continent, has an incredible number (338) of endemic bird species and endemic bird families. Our tour starts in Tasmania with beautiful forest biding and a pelagic city. We then visit the mainland with arid bushland, wet eucalyph forest, coastal heathlands and beaches, before ending with tropical and highland rain forests, and the amazing grasslands of southern Australia. 28 August—14 September 2006. Contact: Chris Kugra’s Peregrine Bird Tours, 2 Drysdale Place, Mooroolbark 3138 Victoria, Australia. Tel 61 37 976 8471, fax 61 37 972 1545. info@peregrinebirdtours.com; www.peregrineb.com.

Field Cruise to the Philippines
Enjoy the comforts of the Clipper Odyssey while exploring the magic of the Philippines. Stone eagles and sunbirds fated in 18 days of travel. 3-20 April 2007. Optional post trip to Hong Kong Contact Clipper Cruise Line, www.clippercruise.com, groeps@intrav.com, (800) 456-0200.

Wild Hawaii
Join Rob Pacheco on a new itinerary for the islands. We will visit the vast variety of habitats and elevations to see the greatest number of bird species - both endemic and introduced. This trip sells out early. Expect specialties! 2-18 August 2006 Contact Siemer & Hand Travel, www.siemerhand.com, travel@siemerhand.com, (800) 451-4321.
One of the rarest, most beautiful, and most mysterious birds in the world, the Ivory-billed Woodpecker has reappeared in the deep swamp forests of Arkansas. Feared extinct for decades, the species may also persist elsewhere within its former range, as significant remnants of the great southern forests are being protected and nurtured back to their former glory. The magnificent Ivory-billed Woodpecker speaks to us about our past, and about hopes for our future. This was a bird of the ancient forests. When we clear-cut the old growth southern forests, humans virtually eliminated the special haunts of this magnificent species. By securing and restoring large expanses of forest across the southern U.S. and allowing these places to grow old in their natural condition, we can hope that one day Ivory-billed Woodpeckers will again grace the treetops of our great southern forests.

Your purchase of this coffee directly aids the Big Woods Conservation Partnership in the securing and restoration of the Ivory-bill habitat.

Money raised from sales of the Ivory-bill blend is shared by the ABA and the BWCP. This shade grown, organic and fair trade coffee from Nicaragua, grown as the understory of the forest, also maintains winter feeding habitat for our neotropical migrants and provides the farmers of the cooperative with a living wage from growing coffee in a healthy and sustainable environment.

Ivory-billed Woodpecker $9.50
Available in a light or dark roast and decaf

OTHER FLAVORS OF SONGBIRD COFFEE AVAILABLE AT ABA SALES:

Item # 13686, Hazelnut $9.50
Item # 13687, Guatemalan $9.50
Item # 13688, Costa Rican $9.50
Item # 13689, French Roast $9.50
Item # 13690, Nicaraguan $9.50
Item # 13691, Panama $9.50
Item # 14686, Decaf $10.50
A Birder's Guide to the Texas Coast

C ompletely revised in 2006 by Mel Cooksey and Ron Weeks, A Birder's Guide to the Texas Coast covers habitat diversity of the Texas coast ranges from the Pineywoods to the Gulf prairies, from the coastal wetlands to the subtropics. This revision includes species accounts for 170 Texas specialties, 48 maps for 200 birding sites, and seasonal and distributional abundance bar-graphs for 388 regularly occurring species.

To order your advance copy, call 800/634-7736 • www.abasales.com

Scoot on over to the VIREO web site:

www.acnatsci.org/vireo
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